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1

Executive Summary

The ICONET project’s goals and objectives are to advance the state-of-the-art in the Physical Internet (PI),
through R&D into the PI and IoT capabilities required to build a new networked architecture for
interconnected logistics hubs that will pave the way for widespread industrial adoption.
The project’s ultimate goal is the enablement of cargo and shipments to be routed towards their final
destinations automatically and more efficiently, through collaborative decision-making. Decision making will
be enabled by the sharing of information across a network, encouraged through delivery of improved
efficiency and customer service.
The project has a PI bias, focused on:
•
•
•
•

e-Warehousing
e-Commerce fulfilment
PI Hubs
PI Corridors (including synchromodality)

To help achieve the ICONET goals, ICT-driven PI logistic configurations have been simulated, prototyped,
and validated, through the project’s four living labs (LL). Modelling and analysis techniques have been
combined with simulation, physical and digital prototyping, based on industry-driven requirements from the
project’s LL’s, yielding optimal topologies and distribution policies for the PI.
In broad terms, the project’s Systems Development Life Cycle (SDLC) is based on a succession of phases:
•
•
•
•

modelling and design/prototyping
learning
experimentation and feedback
interaction with the wider business community, including the ALICE logistics initiatives and insights
derived from ICONET partner associations such as ESC, UIRR and ELUPEG.

To maximise the ICONET impact potential, WP4 ‘Impact, Commercialisation, Communication and Capacity
building’ has the objective of organising the ICONET Communication, Commercialisation and Capacity
Building programme. In particular, the goals are to:
(a) specify and apply user acceptance criteria and an inclusive stakeholder engagement strategy, to
attract extended participation of key players wishing to join forces towards realising sustainable PIinspired networks,
(b) make recommendations regarding future steps in the advancement of the PI concept at EUwide level,
(c) plan and advance exploitation of the research findings, addressing both individual partners’ plans
and collaborative arrangements,
(d) provide a communications programme linked to the adoption and exploitation plan. Key elements
will be techniques for awareness raising, knowledge transfer and early participation in ICONET.
This report has been prepared in the context of WP4 and, more specifically, in respect of T4.4 which
addresses the specification of the Transferability Framework and Capacity Building Programme within
ICONET. Accordingly, it provides the the guidelines and the methodology defined in ICONET to drive the
overall specification on how to generate an impact from PI concepts through dissemination and wide
spreading of ICONET results and creation of PI knowledge in the T&L ecosystem.
In particular, we identified
(i)
(ii)

the limitation and barriers within the current T&L environment to devising exploiting such results
in future T&L industry, and
the specific outputs and findings generated by the project, and explore as to how they can
demonstrate benefits and value from PI. Based on this analysis we then tackled the design
considerations of the strategies required to enable implementation of PI concepts, for effective
transfer within the T&L ecosystem. Moreover, we also identified strategies required to create a
common understanding and playing field for all the actors in the ICONET ecosystem, so to engage

© ICONET, 2020
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PI stakeholders, raise awareness of the benefits of the ICONET achievements, and provide
guidelines, tools, expertise on making use of PI solutions.
This report describes the work undertaken to arrive at our conclusions on how to prioritise and position the
project findings to deliver the greatest impact from ICONET. Most importantly, the review highlighted the
need to: (i) identify and classify results to transfer, and (ii) pursue a dialogue with the Chartered Institute of
Logistics and Transport (CILT) to identify the best way to introduce PI concepts, and what is needed to add
them to the sector’s Key Knowledge Attributes.

© ICONET, 2020
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2 Introduction
2.1

Background and purpose of this report

The Transferability Framework and Capacity Building Programme has the central goal of indentifying the
activities and best practices to maximize the dissemination, the communication and the impact of the ICONET
results. Consequently, the focus is on generating and disseminating new knowledge from the ICONET project
and from the Living Labs activities and use case implementations.
The main part of the Transferability Framework and Capacity Building Programme is represented by the etraining program. In addition, we identified the key messages and results to be transferred, and the most
appropriate actions to take for their effective transfer, and how they can deliver value through improving
efficiency within the T&L sector
Transferability and Capacity Building activities are organized considering the following three ICONET pillars:
1. Infrastructure sustainability: intending to facilitate the deployment, usage and experimentation with
the ICONET PI Control and Management Platform.
2. Human capital development: by offering (i) Training to improve the capabilities and skills related to
PI, (ii) Collaboration tools that will facilitate the flow of knowledge and experience (including best
practices) between involved stakeholders.
3. Organisational development: aiming at supporting continuous dissemination and incorporation of
lessons learned to future implementations and update of the best practices. Standardization
activities are consider as central to address the aim.
In accordance with the ICONET workplan, this report describes T4.4 and associated work line items that
pertain to the Transferability Framework and Capacity Building Programme specifications and the
development efforts that the ICONET project carried out until now.
This report is to be considered a living document that will be updated throughout the project duration and
submitted to the EU through Deliverables D4.8 “Transferability Framework – Capacity Building Programme
(version 1)” in M18. The final version of the Transferability Framework and Capacity Building Programme will
be delivered as D4.9 planned at M30 and will be an updated version of this report. The current version of
this report is the evolution of the initial document prepared at M15 of the project’s timeline and hence it
primarly targeted D4.8 content preparation.

2.2

Mapping the ICONET Outputs

The purpose of this section, is to map ICONET’s Grant Agreement commitments, both within the formal
Deliverable and Task description, against the project’s respective outputs and work performed.
Table 1 Adherence to ICONET’s GA Deliverable & Tasks Descriptions
ICONET GA Component
Title
DELIVERABLE
D4.8: Transferability
Framework – Capacity
Building Programme v1

© ICONET, 2020

ICONET GA Component
Outline

Respective Document
Chapter(s)

Results of the
transferability potential,
and specification of the
e-training programme
on using the ICONET
results.

Chapter 2

Justification

Chapter 2
Section 2.3 addresses
the purpose, area of
activity and objective of
this report and, given
the kind of T4.4
activities, provides
insights about
interdependencies with
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other ICONET tasks and
workpackage.

TASKS
T4.4 ICONET
Transferability
Framework and
Capacity Building
Programme

© ICONET, 2020

Compose a framework
and carry out studies for
reproducing and
transferring the results
of ICONET’s LLs to other
cases, regions and
settings across Europe.
The other important
goal is to reach a high
number of PI
stakeholders and
achieve broad
consensus among them
on the ICONET
approach. The ICONET
intentions,
specifications and
results will be
communicated to and
discussed with several
stakeholder groups for

Chapter: 3

Chapter 3 describes the
planned transferability
program toward the
generation of impact
from ICONET research
activity. It reports the
designing methodology,
the context analysis and
results to transfer.

Chapter 4

Chapter 4 describes the
capacity building
programme devised to
foster the dissemination
and the sharing the new
knowledge in order to
promote ICONET
concepts and support PI
adoption

Chapter 5

Chapter 5 provides a
short conclusion and
credits key contributors
whose efforts
collectively helped
shape and substantiate
this document.
Subsections 2.1, 2.4,
3.1-3.4. 4.1-4.4

Chapters 2, 3, 4
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ST4.4.1 Transferability
Framework

© ICONET, 2020

validation purposes.
More specifically, cross
sectorial collaboration
at LLs will allow the
identification of
knowledge gaps and
new services towards
implementing the
ICONET-based PI
innovations in different
supply chains. This
learning process will
also be valorised
through the design of
workshops to co-design
PI services, led by
different clusters (ICT,
Logistics), that will
nourish a Capacity
Building Programme
and contribute to
replication at other
scenarios and supply
chains.
Define a framework and
guidelines on the
transferability of the
ICONET
framework and tools
within other market
sectors and/or other EU
regions. The framework
will specify the
requirements for the
ICONET results to be
used and adapted
together with possible
limitations (e.g. due to
market barriers).
Attention will be paid to
the scalability of
solutions implemented
in the LLs, the influence
of contextual factors
and
the transferability to
other settings. The
transferability analysis
will allow identifying
both barriers and
enablers for the
deployment of the
tested LL solutions.

Chapter 3

The foundation of this
work is described in
Subsections 3.1-3.4
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ST4.4.2
Capacity Get into dialogues with
Building Programme
many actors from the PI
landscape as
multiplication action.
Three main activities
are planned: (i) to
organise, perform and
document ICONET
Forum activities
(with both physical and
virtual meetings and
through setting up a
web-based discussion
and collaboration
forum), (ii) to specify
and develop an eTraining Programme for
showcasing the benefits
of the ICONET
achievements and
providing
guidelines on how to
use them, (iii) to
investigate PI learning
requirements as part of
the Chartered Institute
of Logistics and
Transport Key
Knowledge Areas
(KKAs).

2.3

Chapter 4

The foundation of this
work is described in
Subsections 4.1-4.4

Interdependencies with other ICONET tasks and deliverables

The focus of the Transferability Framework and Capacity Building Programme developed in T4.4 is on
fostering the generation of new knowledge from the ICONET project, and on how to disseminate and share
that new knowledge, to promote ICONET concepts and support PI adoption amongst the ICONET
stakeholders. The final aim is to maximize the communication of the ICONET results, and the impact also in
terms of product development and exploitation.
As a result of the practical laerning generated by the establishment of Living Labs, the main source of
knowledge generation will emanate from the Living Labs activities and use case implementations, where
implementation of the Reference Architecture and of the cloud-based PI Control & Management solutions
will be developed and tested. Another essential part of the Transferability Framework and Capacity Building
is the stakeholder engagement. Indeed, the ICONET consortium, in close conjunction with the Living Labs,
have agreed to take a consistent approach to engage with internal ICONET stakeholders (project partners),
taking into account the unique data semantics of the individual LL organisations. On the other hand, to
engage with external ICONET stakeholders, an Advisory Board has been set up to benefit from stakeholder
exposure to the ICONET/PI concepts, to both allow them early access to the work and to provide their input
on the suitability or changes required to be relevant to the commercial world.
For this reason, the design of the Transferability Framework and Capacity Building Programme is developed
in strict collaboration with ICONET partners involved in LL activities (carried out in WP3 and specifically tasks
T3.1, T3.2,T3.3, T3.4 and T3.5), in order to collect inputs from them on advances related to the PI concept
developments and testing. To this purpose, the main reference deliverable from WP3 is D3.1 and its future

© ICONET, 2020
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evolution. Inputs from WP3 partners involved in the LLs have been collected through a survey, to understand
their vision of actual PI deployment in terms of gaps to fill, enablers to put in place and expected outcome
from PI. This shared understanding is crucial in order to get a coherent and relevant view of the testing area
of the project from the actual partnersinvolved, and to create a common starting point from which
toshowcase the benefits and real values of the PI in collaboration with all stakeholders. The results of such
a survey are shown in Section 3.2.2 and are indeed important to the very essence of the objectives of this
report.
Furthermore LL’s measurable current outputs are still under evaluation, and interim feedback to the rest of
the WPs in an on going-process of testing and validating . On a similar note most of the WP1 and WP2 output,
(relating to GPICS, IoT technology for PI, ICT management platform integration and optimization, turning
containers to PI containers, PI hubs, etc), have to some degree been amalgamated into the LLs baseline
conditions, use case modelling and initial set up with specific areas still under development and evolution.
Therefore at this stage we also focused on which WP1 and WP2 outputs/results will be finally developed,
evolved and eventually applied in each LL and considered the expected impact. For the purpose of this report
the findings of work carried out in WP1 and WP2 are briefly revisited to inspire discussion and provide
conclusions needed for the designing of the transferability framework and the Capacity building.
More specifically the deliverables considered were:
From WP1 work
D1.2
PI business and governance models
D1.4
PI network optimisation strategies and hub location problem modelling v2
D1.6
Requirements and highlevel specifications for IoT-based smart PI containers
D1.8
Generic PI Case Study and associated PI Hubs Plan v2
D1.11 PI Protocol Stack and enabling networking technologies v2
From WP2 work
D2.10 Blockchain Transactional Ledgers and Smart Contracts as PI enablers v2
D2.12 Intelligent Optimizaton of PI Containers and PI Means in PI Nodes v1
D2.16 Mixed Digital/Physical Simulation Models for PI Networks v2
D2.19 ICONET PI Control and Management Platform – Initial Version
These findings are collected from WP1 and WP2 partners and discussion is provided in Section 3.4.
Finally, also D4.6 on ICONET Business Plan and Exploitation Actions is used as reference from Task T4.3.

2.4

Deliverable Overview and Report Structure

The document executes the task T4.4 and report the progress of acivities carried out to specify the ICONET
Transferability Framework. The structure of the document is the follows.
Chapter 1 provides the Executive Summary.
Chapter 2 details the ICONET’s DoA commitments and Task description and the mapping to the deliverables’
output, with details on how these are addressed in the report’s sections.
Chapter 3 lays out the planned transferability program toward the generation of impact from ICONET
research activity. It reports the designing methodology, the context analysis and results to transfer.
Chapter 4 provides the capacity building programme devised to foster the dissemination and the sharing the
new knowledge in order to promote ICONET concepts and support PI adoption.
Chapter 5 concludes on the findings of the report.

© ICONET, 2020
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3 ICONET Transferability Framework
The Transferability Framework specifications provide the structure of the planned transferability program
toward the generation of impact from ICONET research activity and, consequently, effective PI deployment
in future T&L industry.
The main drivers that provided guidance and motivations in elaborating the presented Transferability
Framework are the following:
1.
Supply Chains are rarely designed as a single system, but rather evolve over time to meet the
needs of manufacturers, importers, distributors, wholesalers, retailers, etc. The information
flows and the degree of integration of data across the Supply Chain is often down to the
vision and enthusiasm of individuals within that Supply Chain instead of relying on consistent
and coordinated actions among actors.
2.
Through the Transferability Framework ICONET we aim at pushing new practices in the
Supply Chains towards enabling more consistent and integrated information flows among
stakeholders, so to maximize the potential benefits from the PI and foster PI concepts in the
Supply Chains in a coordinated way. This also ensures the leveraging effect of the EU funding
in the whole T&L ecosystem, including wider EU community/society.
3.
The increasing emphasis on cost reduction, emission reduction, congestion reduction, etc is
being driven by factors outside the individual Supply Chains (and by regulators who do not
always understand the way that Supply Chains operate). Regulation, particularly of access to
city centres and densely populated towns/cities will also drive the need for collaboration. In
this scenario, the Transferability Framework also provides a holistic view of the key success
factors for optimising cargo flows against throughput, cost and environmental factors and
also specifies business and governance models for the benefit of all involved stakeholders.

3.1

Designing Methodology

To actually specify the Transferability Framework and effectively generate an impact from ICONET restuls,
we will use the following methodology also illustrated in Figure 1.
In a first step, a Context Analysis is carried out to gain an insight into the environment in which the PI business
will operate and to develop a strategic plan of actions within the Transferability Framework to promote and
push ICONET results within the T&L ecosystem.
This phase pertains to the collection and the analysis of the inputs from PI market stakeholders to identify:
•
•
•

knowledge gaps and barriers preventing the widespread adoption of the PI and the barriers
(e.g., market barriers) limiting PI benefit exploitation;
the foreseen enablers to bridge the gaps to overcome the barriers and to foster the
deployment of the PI/LL solutions, and
the expected outcomes from the PI concepts and LLs activities.

As second step, from this set of information, a Framework Design will be developed, based on the relevant
conclusions drawn from the above context analysis to fostering the generation of real impacts from ICONET
results and the adoption of PI/LL solutions. The framework design describes the requirements, guidelines
and actions as to how the ICONET results will be used to effectively disseminate them and produce innovation
from PI concepts considering possible limitations (e.g. due to market barriers or technology restrictions) in
the ICONET ecosystem.
To master the complexity of the Context Analysis, the Framework Design structure and data semantics, the
elaboration of data will be driven by a matrix (i.e., Supply Chain Relationships Control Matrix) that has been
agreed (among T4.4 partners) to model and control the patterns of relationships among the ICONET’s
elements and concept areas.
As a result, the matrix states the two dimensions for both Gaps/Enablers/Outcomes and
Requirements/Guidelines/Actions, namely:
•

Focus Areas, i.e., Living Labs (LLs) scope, and

© ICONET, 2020
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•

PI Development Areas, i.e., the pillars of ICONET Capacity Building. Indeed, this matrix relates to the
testing ground of the ICONET project that has the plan to showcase the benefits of the PI to Supply
Chain stakeholders through the four LLs.

The Transferability Framework specification implies the engagement of the PI stakeholders in the different
steps of analysis and design, in line with the ICONET general approach. Indeed, the ICONET consortium, in
close conjunction with the Living Labs, have agreed to take a consistent approach to engage stakeholders
(meant as internal, i.e, ICONET partners, or external, i.e., ICONET Forum) taking into account the unique data
semantics of the individual LL organisations. More specifically, involved stakeholders will provide inputs in
the Context Analysis phase as well as will provide results to be transferred withing the envisioned structure
of the Transferability Framework.
In the following subsections, further details are provided for each element of the Transferability Framework.

Figure 1 Transferability Framework methodology: steps, control matrix and stakeholder engagement

3.1.1

Supply Chain Relationships Control Matrix

The Supply Chain Relationship Control matrix specifies the organisational structure of the data that are
handled in the Context Analysis phase or produced in the Framework Design phase.
In the matrix, those data (in terms of Gap-Enabler-Outcome (GEO) – Requirement-Guidelines-Actions (RGA))
are arranged as a two-dimensional grid, i.e., ICONET Development Areas and Focus Areas, and the
methodology and tool used is shown in Table 2 .
Focus areas/
Development
areas

LL1:
Hub-centric
PI network

LL2:
Corridorcentric PI
network

LL3:
e-Commerce
Centric PI
Network

LL4:
Warehousing as
a Service

Infrastructure
development

GEO/ RGA

GEO/ RGA

GEO/ RGA

GEO/ RGA

Human capital
development

GEO/ RGA

GEO/ RGA

GEO/ RGA

GEO/ RGA

Organisational
development

GEO/ RGA

GEO/ RGA

GEO/ RGA

GEO/ RGA

Table 2 Matrix organization of the Transferability Framework

The ICONET Development Areas are the pillars of ICONET Capacity Building and are specified as follows:
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• Infrastructure sustainability: identify the key success factors that promote the commercial
deployment, usage and experimentation of the ICONET PI architecture and the control and
management platform based on feedback from Living Labs (LLs) activities and the Advisory Board. In
particular, feedback from LLs on how to optimize distribution in terms of throughput, costs,
environmental sustainability factors is expected to provide input for, and foster developments of new
products, services and solutions for the PI infrastructure beyond ICONET. The feedback in terms of
economic expectations from stakeholders involved in LLs and collected in T4.3 will also be used to
identify business models and economic viability of LLs solutions and assess solutions in the view of
the PI infrastructure sustainability.
• Human capital development: expand and create new relationships, reaching a broad audience
interested in PI solutions for dissemination and exploitation. The creation of relationships is
instrumental to stimulate the dialogue amongst the different actors and create communities in the
PI landscape as a multiplication action. Develop training programs for showcasing the benefits of the
PI solutions developed in ICONET and providing guidelines on how to use them beyond the project.
Hence, it is required to identify gaps to facilitate the deployment of PI and potential training programs
needed to implement the full usage of PI architectures.
• Organisational development: identify policies, standards, best practices to be considered by those
organisations and ecosystems that want to adopt the PI framework to improve their products,
services and solutions in T&L. Also, identify both organizational barriers and enablers that could
prevent and foster, respectively, the wide deployment of the tested LL solutions in PI ecosystems in
particular beyond ICONET.
The ICONET Focus Areas are specified by the LL scope of activities and expected output, as follows:
LL1 PI Hub-centric network (LL1): the aim of LL1 is to optimize rail traffic operations, planning and
routing in a PI-Hub environment, i.e. the port of Antwerp. To this end, LL1 has designed and
developed the Rail Traffic System (RTS), a web platform used to optimise communication between
all the parties involved in rail transport and the one to provide data to the PI network and use cases
currently being tested. The main functionality of the first version will be planning and real time
monitoring of trains, while railway undertakings will be able to reserve port railhead terminal slots
via RTS and have insights about the available train handling capacity of terminals, possible
communication and future cooperation with other railway undertakings. Testing and validation of
this platform has begun in March 2019. The design of new advanced platform functionalities have
already started and testing is under way.
• LL2 Corridor-centric PI network (LL2): the aim of LL2 is to assess the applicability of IoT in
progressively transforming typical trade corridors into PI corridors, with emphasis on enhancing the
reliability of intermodal connections. To this end P&G selected suitable real-world intermodal
transportation routes in their logistics network, (involving road, rail and boat transportation), within
which NGS IoT sensors will be used to provide end-to-end traceability of the transported goods.
Testing of the NGS sensors into the P&G network is planned for Spring 2020 while the definition of
the APIs and data formats to interface the NGS and P&G systems has already been completed. First
results to transfer as learning are expected by April 2020.
• LL3 e-Commerce Centric PI Network (LL3): the aim of LL3 is to optimize the fulfilment of e-Commerce
orders in terms of lead time, travelling time and stock-outs, by using local stores of SONAE’s logistics
network as PI nodes. To this end, LL3 is developing an algorithm to decide how incoming orders
should be fulfilled in the most efficient way (where/when the order should be prepared, when and
where it should be delivered, if and where pre-deployments of goods are needed, etc.). At present,
LL3 has already built the first version of a simplified model that takes into account a number of
parameters such as cost of order preparation, cost of order delivery and cost of lost sales resulting
from stock-outs. More complex simulation scenarios are also being developed, adding stores and
adapting the parameters that impact on the service offered. The work is progressing well, and the
simulation tool developed in WP2 by ITAINNOVA will be used to validate and further develop the
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algorithms (deployed within the simulation). One of the early results we see in the simulation is a
decrease in the fulfilment cost per order.
• LL4 Warehousing as a Service (LL4): the aim of LL4 is to provide a testing bed to improve warehouse
services based on Physical internet framework. The partners of this LL will investigate e-warehousing
as a potential enabler of PI. LL4 Technical partners will identify available spaces in the warehousing
facilities and will match them with client’s requests for logistics services on-demand and dynamic
basis. To test the PI solution, LL4 will study different scenarios (business cases) with various
specificities and define whether such user cases fit the needs of PI distribution and could deliver
savings and optimization. On top of that, more complex scenarios will be formulated, like the capacity
of the stores to provide a more relevant PI business function. LL4 will provide innovative logistics
services to build the shortest connection to the best temporary storage solution, coupled with a
progressive business approach.
Since the important thing for Transferability is to answer the questions: which outputs will be generated by
the LLs at the end of the project and how can these results be transferred or shown to the outside world.
What follows is the expected output of the LLs which is anticipated to take the shape and form as categories
below:
1.
KPIs: specific measurable indicators designed, predefined and targeted in each LL. Examples
being the CO2 emissions before and after PI, the costs involved in picking orders in relevant
LL again before and after PI and so on. The resulting savings will provide exactly the addedvalue of PI and will attract the interest of stakeholders outside showing interest to the PI
concept.
2.
Information: Findings in the testing scope of the LLs include not only the above metrics but
also risks and barriers to the implementation of the PI network of networks. Such
information may be shared to public according to the dissemination tyope and as per GA.
3.
Knowledge: Results of numerous simulation modelling providing testing scenarios and
founding solutions will also provide the know how and the way to epxpose how PI can also
verify the scenarions and use cases demonstrated.
4.
Software: IoT platforms enabling the sharing of containers location and data provided by IoT
devices inside the PI containers, the integration environment and reference architecture
designed to support the deployment of the LLs, the services designed and APIs produced to
enable the interoperability of the PI with other platforms and enabling smooth flow of data
and goods across the PI world.
These elements are the ones to form the basis of the transferability content and areas of interest to the
outside SC operators and actors.
Based on the ICONET Focus and Development areas, the matrix provides the set of data that are handled in
the Context Analysis phase in terms of Gap, Enabler, (expected) Outcome (i.e., denoted as GEO in Table 1) or
produced in the Framework Design phase in terms of Requirements, Guidelines and Actions (denoted as RGA
in Table 1).

3.2

Context Analysis

To build the Transferability Framework we need constructive inputs from stakeholders, each LLs and for each
of the areas.
We started with a first round of inputs collected from ICONET partners through a survey, thus guiding the
partners through a framework rather than allowing general, unconstructed inputs. In that way, there are
likely to be more helpful inputs and significant contributions. Hence, a survey has been circulated among
partners and then answers have been processed to produce consistent Context Analysis outcomes.
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3.2.1

Survey

The structure of the survey follows the matrix organizational structure and, inputs have been collected from
the ICONET partners and arranged on a per Focus Area/Development Area basis:
•
•
•

what are the gaps/barriers?
what are the enablers to overcome such gaps/barriers?
what are the expected outcome/improvements you need and are hopefully fostered by the above
enablers?

The circulated survey format is reported below, followed by initial interpretation of the results. See also
Annex I: Survey for Context Analysis
3.2.1.1

Infrastructure development

1. Which are the main technical gaps or barriers that prevent the realization of PI in the LLs? And what
about gaps and barriers envisioned beyond ICONET?
Please elaborate on reasons why you envision such gaps and barriers or specify other options.
- communication barriers among parties
- lack of a protocols to interwork with other stakeholders/customers
- difficult applicability of IoT
- lack of technical skills
- please comment or specify other….
<other>
2. Which are the principal technological enablers to bridge the gaps or to overcome the barriers? Please
also elaborate on reasons why you consider them as technically valid solutions or specify other options.
- share interfaces among stakeholder systems/platforms
- please comment or specify other….
<other>
3. Which are the expected outcomes and infrastructure improvements from PI concept and LLs activities
in your day-by-day operations? Please also elaborate on reasons why you expect such an outcome or
specify other options.
- enhancing reliability
- increase transport intermodality
- increase the rate of fulfilled orders
- increase security and safety
- improve assets utilization
- decrease costs
- please comment or specify other….
<other>
3.2.1.2

Human capital development

1. Which are the main gaps or barriers that prevent the creation of a common technological/knowledge
base among stakeholders to foster PI? Please elaborate on reasons why you envision such gaps and
barriers or specify other options.
- lack of effective training programs
- lack of trust
- data sharing ability
- technological challenges
- please comment or specify other….
<other>
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2. Which are the principal enablers to bridge the above gaps or to overcome the above barriers? Please also
elaborate on reasons why you consider them as valid solutions or specify other options.
- creation of a common technological playground among stakeholders/actors
- creation of common technological skills among stakeholders/actors
- please comment or specify other….
<other>
3. Which are the expected outcomes and improvements from a common technological/knowledge base
among stakeholders in your day-by-day operations? Please also elaborate on reasons why you expect
such an outcome or specify other options.
- straightforward interworking among stakeholders
- common vocabulary
- please comment or specify other….
<other>
3.2.1.3

Organisational development

1. Which are the main organizational gaps or barriers that prevent the realization of PI ecosystem? Please
elaborate on reasons why you envision such gaps and barriers or specify other options.
- lack of common standards for a PI involving many stakeholders
- lack of policies to regulate interworking among stakeholders (e.g., sharing of data on trains,
available slots,…)
- please comment or specify other….
<other>
2. Which are the principal organizational enablers to bridge the above gaps or to overcome the above
barriers? Please also elaborate on reasons why you consider them as valid solutions or specify other.
- foster regulations for internationalization of products and services
- reduce bureaucracy burden
- please comment or specify other….
<other>
3. Which are the expected outcomes and organizational improvements from a active and viable PI
ecosystem in your day-by-day operations? Please also elaborate on reasons why you expect such an
outcome or specify other.
- transferability of best practices
- please comment or specify other….
<other>

3.2.2

Survey results from ICONET partners

The set of Gaps/barriers, Enablers, expected Outcome have been derived from the answers we received from
ICONET partners. They are denoted as GEO in Table 2 Matrix organization of the Transferability Framework
Table 2 and reported below after a consolidation process. The same results in analytic format are reported
in Annex II: Transferability Framework matrix with Gap-Enabler-Outcome (GEO) as result Context Analysis.

Gaps:
• communication barriers: lack of protocols to get stakeholders interworking through a common and
general platform, communication latency, lack of network coverage and roaming through 4G/5G to
enable/support IoT-based position-transmitting technologies and thus more attractive products
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•
•

technical gaps: lack of understanding of the technical dimension of the information flows and how
to secure them, lack of PI platforms of IT systems capable of dealing with PI approach
market barriers: lack of "interest" from stakeholders, competition concerns, lack of agreed global
protocols for the transmission of data from containers be it the unique conatainer identifier to the
temperature inside the container, to the contents of the container the place where it was filled and
sealed and where it is going, etc etc.

Enablers:
• availability of spreadout coverage of 4G/5G
• support of new technologies - IoT, cloud-based services, blockchain, analytics algorithms, AI
• shared interfaces
• World Trade Oraganisation Agreement on data transmission protocols
Outcome:
• enhancing reliability
• increase transport intermodality, increase the rate of fulfilled orders
• increase security and safety
• improve assets utilization, decrease costs, attract a wider spectrum of users (supplier and customer)
by providing a simple normalised interface
• reducing logistic pollution footprint, higher digitalization of intermodal transport (NGS)
Discussion: from the above results obtained by LL participants, we can affirm that the major concerns and
inefficiency at the infrastructure level are related to the poor interworking among involved stakeholders due
to the lack of a common and efficient IT platform, the low level of interoperability due to lack of protocols
and shared data/information models and interfaces, and the market barriers resulting from such
interoperability problems and competition concerns. Proper technological solutions and deployments could
be of help toward improved infrastructures and expected outcomes (e.g., increase efficiency, security
through digitalization, lower costs, higher rate of addressed orders).
3.2.2.1

Human capital development:

Gaps:
• lack of dissemination and training programs
• lack of common "language", lack of technical background/skills on cutting-edge IT technologies, low
awareness of the emerging wave of technologies -AI, IoT, PI- creating concerns in logistic sector
among competitors
• resistence to changing ways of working, due to limited time to train staff
• little involvement of big stakeholders, egonomics of current software
Enablers:
• common technological playground and skills
• rapid low cost prototype deployments
• communication of PI advantages
Outcome:
• straightforward interworking among stakeholders
• common vocabulary, normalization of logistic process and thus communication is simplified and info
is transparent
• make the market more stable
• increased collaboration among stakeholders
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Discussion: from the above results obtained by LL participants we can affirm that the major concerns and
inefficiency at the human capital level are related to the lack of technical background/skills in technologies
enabling effective PI concepts, lack of traning programs due to low offerings as well as scarce demand from
stakeholders, and lack of interest and awareness in PI benefits. Spreading of PI benefits can help as well as
increase knowledge and skills on PI toward higher involvement of stakehoders and more intensive
colloborations among them.
3.2.2.2

Organizational development:

Gaps:
• lack of policies to regulate interworking among stakeholders and sharing data on trains on available
slots
• lack of culture of collaboration and competition concerns, silos-ed vision, i.e., isolated warehouses,
heterogeneous process
• lack of common standards
Enablers:
• foster standardization, collaborations, regulations for internalization, reduce bureaucracy burden
and show benefit of collaboration
• organizing meetings, dissemination events and foster a common vision on PI
• improve profit margins and increase supply chain visibility
Outcome:
• shared information availability, demand increase, increase of opearational efficiency and quality of
service, lower costs, resources optimization
• transferability of best practices, the simplification of process, implying a mitigation of organisational
complexity, common vision
• define of a set of general KPIs
• enhancement of traceability and visualisation of KPIs and therefore greater ease in improving the
organisation
Discussion: from the above results obtained by LL participants we can affirm that the major concerns and
inefficiency at the organizational level are related to the lack of a common playground for stakeholders to
collaborate, (e.g., regulation for interanalization, standards, policies), initiatives for them to meet and
collaborate, (e.g., dissemination events, spreading of success stories), and this way to share best practices
and, consequently, fostering a common vision for PI towards higher operational and straightforward logistics
processes for all stakeholders.

3.3

Transferability Framework Design

The ICONET Transferability Framework design considers the outcome of the Context Analysis to derive the
inefficiencies of today’s T&L industry (i.e., gaps and barriers) and, accordingly, to state the most effective
strategy to foster the deployment of PI concepts in the future T&L ecosystem.
In view of maximizing the ICONET impact, the Transferability Framework also considers inputs from the
Context Analysis in terms of what the market expects from PI (i.e., expected outcome) and the more effective
way to achieve it overcoming the identified inefficiencies (i.e., enablers).
The design of Transferability Framework is based on the above analysis and, similarly, is arranged according
to the Supply Chain Relationship Control matrix, i.e., on a per LL- and per-Development Area basis. More
specifically, the main components of the Transferability Framework structure (denoted as RGA in Table 1)
are the following:
1. Requirements (e.g., which ICONET results, to whom transfer results)
2. Guidelines (e.g., how results can be used, communication methodology)
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3. Actions (e.g., training activities, discussion fora)

3.3.1

Requirements

This component denotes the elements and the functions that are necessary for effective ICONET result
transferability.
In particular, the requirements are specified in terms of:
3.3.1.1

Target Audience

The ICONET Transferability Framework needs to reach out to a broad mix of parties, with a diverse range of
interests in the Supply Chain and PI.
The target communities have been defined as follows:
•
•

•
•
•

Device design and research centres for status measurement: location, condition of goods, the
container/vehicle that carries the goods, etc
Software providers for data integration of vehicle/container identification, goods identification,
owner and original manufacturer of the goods, SKU, weight, number of units/parcels/pallets, goods
description, temperature controlled, hazardous, destination address and time of delivery, order
number, date of order, date/time stamp of intermediate positions, proof of loading, proof of delivery,
etc
Supply Chain Players: shippers, manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers, importers
Supply Chain Providers: Third Party Logistics, couriers, parcel carriers, shipping lines, airline freight
carriers, warehouse operators, etc.
Public regulators, public policy makers, transport planners, etc.

Given the diversity of interests and approach, there will be many solutions to the problems of implementing
PI and consistency of approach will take some time to evolve. The design of systems for electronic customs
clearance could be based on the current requirements of the US Customs, as it is applicable to many other
Customs Border requirements, but no doubt the EU and the UK will all have their slight variations. Air-line
waybills are already electronic and could be used as templates.
3.3.1.2

Result to transfer

We are seeing a proliferation of commercial conferences and symposiums addressing the communities but
there is no consensus view of what can be implemented and what should be implemented.
The ICONET Transferability Framework needs to identify results to transfer, demonstrating the PI value and
any relevant output to foster the deployment of PI in the years to come:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the operational and financial benefits from adopting PI concepts and enabling technologies
the potential competitive advantage of early PI adopters or solution providers
the concept of the physical Internet
the structure and workings of supply chains
the technology enablers being proposed, researched and commercially available (now and soon) for
the IoT/PI
how the the barriers can be removed
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3.3.2

Guidelines

This section denotes the statements and the rules to determine a course of action for an effective transfer
of ICONET results.
The guidelines for the Transferability Framework mainly focus on which transferability channels to use in
order to reach the target audience, as well as the classification of results to transfer.
3.3.2.1

Transferability Channels and Communication Methodology to Target Audiance

Given that in these audiences there will be those who are very knowledgeable and have high levels of
understanding of the visions and the technical drivers of the PI, and those who are novices, it is difficult to
build a prescribed set of channels to use.
With the breadth of audience in mind and the very different perceptions of Supply Chains, ICONET proposes
the following model to advance people’s understanding of the PI and its capabilities.
It is therefore proposed to address the various audiences as in the following table :
Table 3: Audiences and communication framework

Target Audience

Who might the Audience
be
Academia
Supply Chain ‘Owners’
Third parties
Governments

Communication
Methodology
Papers
Seminars
Workshops
Conferences

Supply Chain
Owners

Shippers, Retailers,

Third and Forth
Party Logistics
Integrators:

Supply Chain Owners
Shippers, Trucking
Companies, Warehouse
Companies, Airlines

Workshops
Supplier/3PL
Conferences
Seminars
Conferences

Supply Chain
Drivers

Retailers
Public Regulators
Customs
ALICE (type bodies)
Supply Chain Owners, 3rd
Party Logistics Integrators

Academia

Customs

Professionals
interested in
Learning about PI

All Supply Chain Players:
Individuals, Companies,
Government Policy
Makers and Education
Providers.

Seminars
Conferences
Workshops
Conferences
Consultations
Regulation
Qualifications
Seminars and
Lectures associated
with the
qualifications

Originator of the
Communication
Academia
Academia
Academia, ICONET?
Commercial Conference
organisations
Academic conferences
Supply Chain Owners
Commercial Conference
organisations
3rd Party Logistics
Integrators
Regulators
Commercial Conference
organisations
Various
ALICE
Customs (eg US Homeland
Security)
Commercial Conference
organisations
Learning Establishments or
Education Companies

Marketing of Seminars, Workshops and Conferences will be undertaken through eMails, direct shot mail,
LinkedIn and Professional Journals whilst Education and Learning will be delivered through Trade Journals
and Education Journals. Both will be on the legacy web-site.
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To coordinate the dissemination of results, our recommendation is that the EU funds two or three
organisations (e.g., ALICE, ELUPEG) to not only drive the vision but to provide the forum where the various
audiences can come together to gain an understanding and discuss the advances in technology, help shape
the answers to commercial systems integration and highlight the areas where emission and cost savings can
be made. Helping the Regulators to shape sensible frameworks within which the Supply Chains can operate
is critical and ALICE can provide that reverse information and ideas conduit back to Government.
3.3.2.2

Classification of Results to transfer

Relevant areas of results to transfer can be classify in the following categories:
•

PI Business and Governance Models
o Data Models, Business Plan
PI Supporting Infrastructure
o Infrastructure components (e.g. PI Smart Containers, Sensors, Modular boxes, etc.)
PI Core Services
o Technology enablers, e.g. encapsulation, routing, network identification, software APIs
PI Value Adding Services
o Commercial services, e.g. cargo consolidation, ETA/Demand/Supply forecasting,
identification of safest route, different delivery models in city and urban areas)

•
•
•

3.3.3

Actions

This component denotes the set of suggested operations to transfer ICONET results based on the above
requirements and guidelines. The envisioned actions are carried out according to a transferability plan
involving the target audience and using the set of identified result categories.
3.3.3.1

Actions reaching out the Target Audience

As stated above, there is a proliferation of commercial conferences and symposiums addressing the
communities but there is no consensus view of what can be implemented and what should be implemented.
ICONET aims at advancing the knowledge and specification of the technologies and software that will be able
to empower the PI and, through its contact with the commercial world, start the discussions as to what is
possible now and within 5 years. This is mostly pursued through training and dissemination.
Discussion have started with the Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport on the addition of PI concepts
to the curriculum: what is needed and the best level to introduce the concepts and the way of adding the
concepts to the Key Knowledge Attributes. More will be outlined in the next version of this report.
3.3.3.2

Collection, preparation and transfer of results

The main source of results to transfer will come from the LL activities aiming at showcasing the benefit of PI
to the Suppy Chain stakeholders. Firstly, actions are carried out to collect results from LLs and properly select
and arrange them for effective transferability.
As for the selection of the subset of results to transfer, this depends on the availability and maturity of results
at the time of transferability.
As for the proper arrangement for transferability, attention will be paid, for instance, if the Business Models
include a clear cost/benefit analysis; the Infrastructural results include required initial investment,
operational cost, etc.; the S/W artefacts have been built on open-source IT infrastructure and ideally be opensource themselves and supported by solid documentation.

3.4

ICONET results to be transferred

The ultimate output of the ICONET’s LLs will be the measurement, evalution and demonstration of the
research work carried out in the PI framework and the relative technological platform to enhance and prove
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the PI innovation for an efficient, cost-effective and sustainable new supply chain business model in the T&L
ecosystem.
Through an effective transfer of ICONET results, T&L industries will be able to adopt new technologies, they
can use devices to monitor containers, they can create new Ricardian contracts (blockchain) to safely
exchange data, they can use the PI system to monitor and send goods in a more efficient manner, and new
PI hubs can communicate to organize resources in more effective and environmentally-friendly ways.
Despite there are some conclusions (e.g. LL3 regional vs central store cost saving), at this stage of ICONET
project, LL’s measurable outputs are still being evaluated, since most of the above research work has been
carried out in the technical WPs, namely WP1 and WP2, and most importantly, most of the WP1 and WP2
outputs have been deployed at the LLs and are still under development and continuous improvement. Hence,
in this document we will focus on which WP1 and WP2 outputs/results will be applied in each LL and their
expected potential impact. The WP1 and WP2 results that have been achieved and that will be used by LLs
in the view of their full application in the T&L ecosystem are listed below.
The work carried out in WP1 helped with the following areas to shape and configure the LLs:
• PI business and governance models that can support the PI concept realization and its demonstrations in
the LLs.
• Network Optimizations strategies and hub location problem modelling has assisted the design of the LLs
and the setting of the KPIs. Network design will create the basis for sustainable Logistics industries in a
broader PI Network of Networks.
• IoT (Internet of Things) enabled PI environment. The research into IoT devices tracking and controlling
movement of PI containers into the PI arena addresses the concerns of Supply Chain visibility throughout
the PI world. It also enables the synchromodality functionality and enhances the resource allocation
expected to lead to cost savings and PI efficiencies. This provided guidance to mainly LL2 (P&G corridors).
• Generic PI Case Study and PI Hubs. The generic case study is at the heart of the ICONET methodology and
the basis of setting up and driving the LLs testing area. The resulting conceptual model represents the PI
system and covers the scope of the SC framework, thus enabling the proof of value of the envisioned PI
network. GPICS framework is the basis of the simulation models in LLs. It also defines the KPIs required
as output from each of the LLs.
• PI Protocol stack and networking technologies. The inspiration of the architectural layers of services, with
each (layer) providing data to another, so forming a smooth and uninterrupted flow of logistics functions
and services. This inspired layer architecture is also translated into the LLs, and so feeds the architectural
design and integration environment as thebasis for data sharing and processing.
WP2 work in the following areas helped LLs to better prepare for the testing framework:
• Reference Architecture and ICT infrastructure for PoC integration. The requirements originating from the
LLs testing in terms of technical elements, decisions taken, events, information/ data flows needed and
so on must be satisfied by the architectural components, and PI control and management ICT
infrastructure modules, to deliver an efficient and reliable PI functionality.
• Smart PI containers, Tracking & Reporting as a Service. The necessity to track the movement of containers
in the PI network through the use of smart trackers able to communicate data to systems via gateways
has been discussed in detail in relevant reports and the SC visibility is one of the main elements in the
LLs testing, (namely the LL2 Corridor centric PI network).
• Intelligent optimization of PI Containers, Means and Nodes. Intelligent techniques and advanced
analytics provide an insight as to how PI nodes can interact with each other, self-optimize and organize
different PI elements to service moving goods across the network. The target of the LLs testing is to
validate these principles, through real life use cases ensuring effective routing of PI containers through
PI Nodes.
• Blockchain principles. Secure and trusted exchange of transactional ledgers is a prerequisite for an
efficient PI operation with data exchanged safeguarded from external factors. The generation of the
Ricardian contracts as the platform for legally binding PI actors to adhere to agreed service levels and
terms, will be tested as appropriate in the 4 LLs, and adjusted to fit LLs’ specific needs.
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•

Mixed Digital/ Physical Simulation models for PI networks. Simulation lies at the very core of the LLs as a
dynamic software modelling tool, recreating supply chain scenarios to evaluate performance and
behaviour of specific business scenarios in the LLs. The aim is to combine theuse both data derived from
the physical internet (real world) with various existing digital data streams, which will allow the tools
torepresent the interrelationships of elements and factors, and in doing so will validate the PI concept
and offered value.

Discussion: The above findings, as well as identified areas needing further research, (or even risks found
which were tackled during the deployment of the LLs), are the very key elements that PI will showcase to
other regions, industries and settings in line with the task requirements. It is therefore important for the
work in transferability framework and Capacity building and more general efforts in WP4 to maintain a link
to the outcome of the LLs testing results as well as the findings in WP1 and WP2.
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4 ICONET Capacity Building
4.1

Methodology

Capacity building is defined as ‘the process to obtain or improve knowledge, skills, resources and/or tools of
individuals, companies, groups, or organsiations to keep up or advance with developments in their areas of
competence.’
The ICONET capacity building has been developed starting from the highest relevant areas identified in the
transferability framework design and reported again below:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The operational and financial benefits from adopting PI concepts and enabling technologies
The potential competitive advantage of early PI adopters or solution providers
The concept of the physical Internet
The structure and workings of supply chains
The technology enablers being proposed, researched and commercially available (now and soon) for
the IoT/PI
The barriers to use

To this extent, an ICONET capacity building approach has been developed that is structured in four main
steps:
•
•
•
•

Setup of an advisory board to guide the capacity building process;
Identification of target groups for capacity building;
Identification of relevant concepts and contents for capacity building;
Activities on capacity building.

The ICONET capacity building approach will be implemented through the following 3 key activities:
•
•
•

Activity 1 Forum activities
Activity 2 E-Learning module
Activity 3 PI learning requirements

Progress within these steps are discussed in the following section in more detail and will be updated at a later
stage of the project again (next deliverable report D4.9).

4.2

Guidance of the capacity building process

ICONET Advisory Board: An ICONET Advisory Board (AB) was set up succesfully. The conceptual idea was to
have advisory guidance throughout various sectors. Its role is to provide guidance and support to the research
team in the development of ideas, solutions and real-world implementation. The Advisory Board will meet
at intervals throughout the project and may involve themselves in the living labs.
The role of the AB members was described as follows:
•

As subject matter experts to:
o contribute by providing feedback on project deliverables and reports
o raise awareness about the challenges and the potential solutions provided by the project

•

Help drive the project by participating in Living Labs of interest and to attend, where possible, the
Annual Advisory Board Meetings.
Be a Project Ambassador by:
o Spreading understanding and acceptance of the benefits of the project’s innovation.

•
•

Assist with the wider dissemination of the project’s concept and ideas at an early stage, and at a
mature stage, communication to the public of the project’s achievements and results.

The AB consists of 20+ members, 12 of which participated actively in the first AB meeting. The members of
the board have a wide range of commercial expertise and experience across manufacturing, retail, logistics
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and supply chain digitisation. Companies represented and attending included Renault-Nissan-Mitsubishi,
Panasonic, Eddie Stobart and Vinturas.
A meeting was held in conjunction with the ICONET General Assembly on 25 September 2019 in Brussels.
ILS as project coordinator together with team members summarised the project scope and the key outputs,
including PI routing, hub optimisation and the use of multiple devices and technology for building the IoT
infrastructure.
This was followed by presentations on the plans for implementation of the four living labs, which combined
the perspectives of the commercial living lab partners and the technical developers from the research team.
The discussion which followed was beneficial to the team members and provided the bearings for the correct
project direction and steering towards achievening the objectives set.
The second AB meeting, including an update on the LLs, will be planned in September 2020, the exact date
still to be confirmed.
ICONET Forum: A wider consultation on the ICONET outputs & deliverables will be undertaken on a
continuous basis through feedback loops on all activities of the Forum: LinkedIn group, scientific presentation
at conferences, webinars, workshops, seminars.

4.3

Identification of target groups

Following the setup and activation of the ICONET Advisory Board, target groups for the ICONET capacity
building activities have been discussed within partners and proposed as follows:
• Scientific community;
• Supply chain actors;
• EU legislation and organization bodies;
• Wider public.
The ICONET capacity building activities are aiming at individual level, not on company/institutional or societal
level. This is proposed since technologies, knowledge, and skills within the Physical Internet are rather
specific where very likely only individuals (within institutions and organisations) will need or have an interest
in training.
The specific interests of these target groups might be different, ranging from scientific findings, over
commercial exploitation of PI, to legal impacts, towards a better understanding of what Physical Internet is
and how it might change our everday life. Hence, the target grous and the contents of training modules (see
section 4.4) are closely related and need to be identified.
A pre-learning survey is about to be issued amongst the project’s stakeholders to gain insight into the
audience and their existing knowledge gaps.
In addition, CILT will provide guidance based on the experience and uptake of their trainings.
Where relevant, the past performance of the SELIS, ALICE e-learning modules will be used as an indicator of
current needs.

4.4

Contents & tools for ICONET capacity building

The aforementioned target groups will be reached through different methods related to their backgrounds,
training attitude, available time, and resources.
People working in a scientific environment will have a larger interest in reading scientific papers or follow
trainings on a scientific background whereas persons from industry will most likely be more interested in
remote (e-)learning modules available with less travel and time effort.
The wider audience will be more attracted to short and visual material.
Furthermore, complexities of learning modules must be different ranging from scientific backgrounds to
teaching of a wider public.
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4.4.1

Forum activities

Target audience: ICONET Advisory Board
The Advisory Board has a balanced composition of IT, supply chain experts and academics. A diverse and
complementary mix of CEO’s, CIO’s, professors and technical experts offer advice with the key objective to
strengthen and extend the project knowledge assets and the powers of thought. In addition, the Advisory
Board will provide support in promoting ICONET outputs across logistics communities.
Tools: Secured section on the ICONET project website
A secured section for information exchange with the Advisory Board has been set-up on the ICONET project
website.
At present it contains the Advisory Board introductory letter, a presentation about the vision, objectives and
outputs and the presentations of the first Advisory Board meeting.

Figure 2: ICONET Advisory Board secured section

4.4.2 ICONET E-learning module
Target audience:
The target audiences that have been defined for the E-learning module are the following:
•
•
•
•

Scientific community;
Supply chain actors;
EU legislation and organization bodies;
Wider public.

Tools: Moodle
There are a variety of learning platforms with different levels of complexity, but their most important features
include:
•
•

learning content management – creation, storage, access to resources
curriculum mapping and planning – lesson planning, personalized learning experience, assessment
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•
•

learner engagement and management – learner information, progress tracking
tools and services – forums, messaging system, blogs, group discussions

A learning management system, or LMS, solution facilitates delivery and management of all learning
offerings, including online, virtual classroom and instructor-led courses. It automates the learning course and
easily delivers training, manages learners and keeps track of their progress and performance across training
activities, which reduces administrative overhead.
From a comparison of the available free & open source LMS (see below), it was decided to use Moodle as the
ICONET e-learning tool. Other EC funded projects (such as SELIS) have used Moodle for similar purposes to
great satisfaction.

Figure 3: Comparison of the free and open source LMS
Moodle is a widely used, free of charge, open-source learning platform enabling educators to create their
own private website filled with dynamic courses that extend learning.
Moodle promotes a collaborative approach, it is a network of independent websites for educators all running
the same software. It's what's known as a federated social network. While every website is slightly different
in terms of content and emphasis, being part of one is being part of the whole.
It was originally designed for education, training and development environments to help educators create
online courses with a focus on interaction and collaboration, although lately it has been extended to business
settings as well.
Moodle is designed to support a style of learning called social constructionism. This style of learning is
interactive. The social constructionist philosophy believes that people learn best when they interact with the
learning material, construct new material for others, and interact with other students about the material.
The difference between a traditional philosophy and the social constructionist philosophy is the difference
between a lecture and a discussion.
Moodle does not require the use of the social constructionist method for the courses. However, it best
supports this method. For example, Moodle enables the addition of several types of static course material.
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In addition, some of Moodle's add-on modules add even more types of interaction. For example, one addon module enables the students and the teachers to schedule appointments with each other.
Moodle allows the educators to track progress and completion with an array of options for tracking individual
and course level resources.
Numerous modules extend its functionalities (e.g. graphical themes, authentication and enrolment methods,
games and activities and resources). Moodle runs without modification on Unix, Windows, MacOS and many
other systems that support PHP scripting language and a database compliant with SCORM and AICC
standards. However, its installation requires certain technical proficiency in PHP technology.
Moodle has been widely used for over 10 years, supporting over 21,000,000 online courses and 879,000
enrolments to date.

Content: There are many instructional systems design models, most of which are based on popular ones such
as the ADDIE model (Figure 44).

Figure 4: the ADDIE model for e-learning
The ADDIE model includes five stages: Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation and Evaluation.

The content topics that have been defined are:
- Basics of PI (based on ALICE and SENSE project outputs)
- Hub resources optimization
- Synchromodality principles
-

Network design
Innovation in modular PI containers

Sequencing the ICONET e-learning program, the course structure will be as follows:
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Figure 5: Structure of the ICONET e-learning program
Planning and documenting the program and the modules will be essential. The documentation will be used
by the course designers as a guide to implement the activities and will be shared with learners at the
beginning or throughout the course. First, a course syllabus will be developed that describes the program
modules and the learning objectives.
The typical structure of an ICONET e-learning module is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Typical structure of an ICONET e-learning module
Where the:
- Learning objectives: will be one screen containing a clear description of the learning objectives for
the module.
- Introduction: will be one or more introductory screens describing how the knowledge gained from
the course will be used and the benefits of having that knowledge.
- Content: will be a set of screens that make up the core of the lesson, combining text, media
elements, examples, practice questions, ….
- Summary: will be a list of key points.
The ICONET e-learning program will be set up in topics-format and hosted via One.com under the URL
www.iconetproject-elearning.eu.
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The ICONET e-learning moodboard has been developed and a meeting with the relevant representatives of
the ALICE platform and the SENSE project will be planned on 27 February 2020 to discuss the uptake and
integration of the ALICE and SENSE outputs to be integrated in the storyboard.

Monitoring the uptake of the e-learning module
Learning analytics and reports offer insights into the progress of learners and ensure that objectives are being
met. Viewing trends of participation, submissions and other data will assist us with the improvement of the
elearning experience, vastly helping retention rates and student success.
Moodle provides a variety of built-in reports based on log data, that are primarily descriptive in nature -- they
tell participants what happened, but not why, and they don’t predict outcomes or advise participants how to
improve outcomes. Log entries, while very detailed, are not in themselves descriptive of the learning process.
We will therefor implement the Moodle Learning Analytics API, which is an open system that can become
the basis for a very wide variety of models. Models can contain indicators (a.k.a. predictors), targets (the
outcome we are trying to predict), insights (the predictions themselves), notifications (messages sent as a
result of insights), and actions (offered to recipients of messages, which can become indicators in turn).
In addition, a local Moodle Module will add Google Universal Analytics.
Evaluation of the program and modules will be an ongoing activity:
-

during the development stage, to improve instructional courses or products (formative evaluation);
during or immediately after the implementation stage, to measure the effectiveness of education,
training and learning (summative evaluation); and
some time after the course has been implemented, to understand if it is still valid or needs to be
updated or modified (confirmative evaluation).
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In addition, the last session of each module will include the completion of an evaluation survey that will
provide us with feedback from participants. This feedback will allow us to improve the course over time. It
also gives participants the feeling that the course designers are interested in making the course more
effective.

Figure 7: Example of a feedback activity and analysis

4.4.3 PI Learning requirements
Discussions have recently started with the Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport (CILT) on the
addition of PI concepts to the curriculum: what is needed and the best level to introduce the concepts and
the way of adding the concepts to the Key Knowledge Attributes.
The Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport (CILT) is a global membership body with over 34,000
individual members in over 34 countries across the world. Each CILT body shares common standards for CILT
membership. They have defined Key Knowledge Areas (KKA) for chartered membership. The KKA are used to
provide the basis for the development of CILT qualifications and the accreditation of university degrees and
in- company development programmes.
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Figure 8 Explanation of Key Knowledge Areas (KKA) at CILT

The CILT appears very interested, and are concerned that freight movements can be made more efficient and
that the use of real-time data will enhance transparency of position and movement of both orders and
logistics assets. This transparency and availability of data will enable the Industry to reduce its carbon
footprint and reduce cost and congestion at the same time.
Initial discussions about including the ICONET e-learning module in their portfolio have started.
A meeting to discuss the CLIT standards and criteria for accreditation will be organized end of February 2020.
The main points to be addressed are:
- Scope and content
- Level of education
- Level of autonomy
- Exploitation
After a decision on the parameters, the content development will start.

4.4.4 Communication and Dissemination
There are several forms of communication and dissemination:
• The use of media which is embodied in T.42 Communication and Dissemination
• The discussions and presentations taking place at the ICONET Forum
• The preparation of Case Studies and articles by the Living Labs and the Technical Partners
• The web-site
4.4.4.1 Media
This is contained within T4.2 of the Grant Agreement and reports on the use of the media and the plans that
are being made have resulted in:
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•
•
•
•

12 LinkedIn posts that have drawn up to 500+ followers at each post.
5 Newsletters and worthwhile topics became available and it is planned to publish one every
2 months from the beginning of 2020
6 Tweets, not used much as we believe our target audience do not normally use Twitter for
work information. However, a few do, hence our occasional use.
11 web-site postings of articles, news, etc., etc.

D4.2 and D4.3 have covered this area in more detail and D4.4 due month 25, and D4.5 due Month 30, will
cover the subject in historical and vision terms and provide guidance as to how communication can continue
after the close of ICONET.
4.4.4.2 ICONET Forum
We have organised, conducted and documented the ICONET Forum activities (with both physical and virtual
meetings and through setting up a web-based discussion and collaboration forum), So far we have held one
Advisory Board on the 25th of September 2019 in conjuction with tge General Assembly held in Brussels. The
interest in the vision for ICONET was high and several useful and important points and observations were
made to the Living Labs and the Technical Groups.
4.4.4.3 Case Studies and Articles
The Living Labs and Technical Groups have been requested to turn their priorities to producing articles and
case studies to be disseminated in the last 6 months of the Project. These will be posted on the web-site as
well as make up the body of Newsletters and LinkedIn feeds.
4.4.4.4 Web-Site
The ICONET website was designed by ELUPEG and programmed by Titan Internet. The design was based on
other successful project websites. The overriding objective was to keep it simple, easy to use and easy to add
documents and additional pages if required.
The web-site is updated and maintained by ELUPEG using WordPress. It has sections for News, Events and
Project Outputs with ‘highlights’ on the home page. As the Case Studies become available they will be housed
in a separate section of the web-site. There is a call to action: asking people to subscribe to ICONET
newsletters and communications. The web-site is highlighted in all Newletter and LinkedIn communications.
It is designed to become a dormant but accessible site at the end of the project.

4.4.5 Patents
Outlined in D5.7 as part of Innovation Management activities carried out in ICONET is the strategy for Patent
Filing to stimulate the highest exploitation of project’s outcomes. Untill now the activities have focused on
selecting the preferred outside legal council, analysis of the baseline innovation and Intellectual Property
ambitions in the light of prior knowledge already in the Public Domain, implementing process, methodology
and qualitative KPIs to help discern inventions to patent. At this stage, although no patents have been filed,
15 innovative ideas have been identified and are currently under evaluation, four of which are expected to
move towards patent filing.
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5 Conclusions & Acknowledgements
This document described the current status of T4.4 activities on the Transferability Framework and the
Capacity Building Programme within ICONET project to Month 18. It also reported on the guidelines and the
methodology defined in ICONET to drive the overall specifications on how to generate impact from PI
concepts through dissemination and wide spreading of ICONET results and creation of PI knowledge in the
T&L ecosystem.
Firstly, this report specified the strategies for the effective transfer of ICONET results starting from identifying
specific outputs and findings generated in the project, exploring as to how they can demonstrate the PI
benefits and how they can generate value from PI. To this purpose, we identified which results can be used
to this purpose and, hence, can be used to the purpose of transferability and impact generation. Moreover,
we also identified the limitation and barriers of current T&L ecosystem to devise effective strategies to exploit
such results in future T&L industry.
Secondly, we have idenfied strategies to create a common background and playground for all the actors in
the ICONET ecosystem and to engage PI stakeholders as much as possible for them to gain awareness of the
benefits of the ICONET achievements and to provide guidelines, tools, expertise on how to use PI solutions.
Some of the sections in this document will be continually updated throughout the duration of the project in
order to appropriately coordinate all the Transferability Framework and the Capacity Building Programme
activities and to reflect progress, status and outputs of ICONET activities in this area.
The final shape of this document with the version 1 of the Transferability Framework and Capacity Building
Programme is delivered as D4.8 (M18). We will add the knowledge and results highlighted in this document
to the website, video, press and media actions we are planning in the Communication Streams being
published by ELUPEG in T4.2.
This report is the result of dedicated commitment and efforts of a focused workgroup that comprised
members from across the, in particular Steve Rinsler, Caren Tomkins (ELU), Nathalie Rousseau, Andreas
Kortenhaus (ESC), Barbara Martini, Piero Castoldi (CNIT) that actively elaborate and lay the foundations of
the Transferability Framework and Capacity Building programme. We would also like to acknowledge all LL
partners involved in WP3 that gave support in the survey consultation, and all ICONET partners from technical
WPs (i.e., WP1 and WP2) for their support in providing their valuable results to build and organize the
Tranferability Framework and Capacity Builiding framework and activities.
Now that the foundation strategies and tools have been identified for the transferability and capacity building
activities, the next steps are to identify: i) our target audience with goal KPIs to monitor outcomes and
effectiveness, ii) their training needs, iii) plan of engagement (including marketing of the workshops and
capacity building materials), and finally iv) capacity building programme design and implementation plan.
We envision the transferability and capacity building activities to convey the wealth of knowledge already
gained by the consortium in implementing this project thus far, and will be enriched throughout the
remainder of the project with valuable inputs from the living labs and other work packages as they become
available. The final version of this deliverable D4.9 will be in continuous development and update with the
input from the forthcoming work mentioned above, until it is submitted on month 30.
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Annex I: Survey for Context Analysis
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Annex II: Transferability Framework matrix with Gap-Enabler-Outcome (GEO) as
result Context Analysis
DEVELOPMENT
AREAS
Infrastructure
Development

Human Capital
Development

Organizational
development

LL1

LL2

Gaps:
- lack of big stakeholders like APM-Maersk, Hapag-Lloyd, Yang Ming Marine
Transport, SdB, MSC, COSCO, FedEx, SDH, UPS and similar, lack of sufficient
technical background, limited time to be training in a new way of working (ILS)
Enablers:
- standardization to make all the stakeholder work together internationally, low
cost prototype deployments (either on sensors, or on information exchange)
Outcome:
- offering products supported by a global trend/understanding/standardization
process

Gaps:
- lack of technical skills in cloud computing, IoT, blockchain,
advanced analytics
Enablers:
- Advanced analytics algorithms
Outcome:
- enhancing reliability, increase the rate of fulfilled orders,
improve assets utilization, decrease costs

FOCUS AREAS
LL3

Gaps:
Gaps:
-communication barriers among parties, lack of a protocols, - lack of intereste from stakeholders, lack of network coverage and roaming, lack
Enablers:
of understanding info formats and how this can be secured,
- sharing interfaces among stakeholder systems/platforms Enablers:
Outcome:
- world wide availability of 4G/5G, IT services supporting PI concept, new and
- increase transport intermodality, improve assets utilization, cheaper technologies (IoT, Cloud based service, blockchain)
decrease costs
Outcome:
- wider adoption digitalization of the intermodal freight transport, increased load
factors and visibility

Gaps:
- lack of dissemination programs/ activities, lack of common
“language”, lack of PI-enabled platforms/systems
Enablers:
- creation of a common technological playground among
stakeholders/actors
Outcome:
- straightforward interworking among stakeholders, common
vocabulary

LL4

Gaps:
- communication barriers among parties, lack of a protocols to interwork with other
stakeholders/customers, lack of technical skills in cloud computing, IoT, blockchain,
advanced analytics
- competitions concerns, lack of culture, lack of normalisation of containers and
communication protocols, communication latency
Enablers:
- Advanced analytics algorithms, share interfaces among stakeholder
systems/platforms, develop highway exclusive to logistic, use renewable energy to
continuously charge trucks
- raising awareness about the importance of data collection, organisation and pooling of
storage areas
- using Artificial Intelligence to automate/simplify logistic process
- make automated optimal decision to reduce stocks and transport cost
Outcome:
- enhancing reliability, increase transport intermodality, increase the rate of fulfilled
orders, increase security and safety, improve assets utilization, decrease costs, reducing
logistic pollution footprint, common PI platform attracting a large spectre of users
(supplier and customer)

Gaps:
- lack of common standards, lack of policies to regulate interworking among
stakeholders
- Isolated warehouses, without a whole overview of the capacity and costs (INV)
- the heterogeneity of process used by the different T&L actors
Enablers:
- foster regulations for internationalization of products and services, reduce
bureaucracy burden, foster a common vision of the storing capacity, define general KPIs
for the total storing capacity and activity (not per warehouse), define general objectives
and not at warehouse or area level, organise meeting between T&L actors to agree on
developing norms to structure and standardise their data generation
Outcome:
- transferability of best practices, common vision, set of general KPIs, resources
optimization, the simplification of process, implying a mitigation of organisational
complexity, enhancement of traceability and visualisation of performance indicators,
therefore an easiness to improve the organisation

Gaps:
Gaps:
- Lack of dissemination programs or activities, Lack of common - lack of effective training programs, lack of dissemination programs, lack of common
“language”, Lack of PI platforms or PI-enabled IT systems
“language”, lack of PI platforms or PI-enabledIT systems, ergonomics of current
Enablers:
software, low awareness of the emerging wave of AI technology IoT and PI
- creation of a common technological playground among
Enablers:
stakeholders/actors
- creation of a common technological playground among stakeholders/actors,
Outcome:
communicate with stakeholders and actors, looking for grey areas and improvement of
- common vocabulary
their process, answering their questioning about PI
Outcome:
- straightforward interworking among stakeholders, common vocabulary,
communication is simplified and information is transparent, stabilise the market, the
resulting knowledge can only increase resulting in an increase of performance

Gaps:
Gaps:
Gaps:
- lack of policies to regulate interworking among
- lack of common standards for a PI involving many stakeholders, lack of policies to - Not connected departments (shops, warehouses) without a
stakeholders, lack of culture of collaboration
regulate interworking among stakeholders (e.g., sharing of data on trains,
common vision of the stock
Enablers:
available slots,…), lack of trust among business domains and no-sharing mentality, Enablers:
- reduce bureaucracy burden, show the benefits of PI, show - fear of losing the customer ownership (for Freight Forwarders), thin profit
- foster collaboration to have this common vision of the orders
the benefits of collaboration (INV)
margins, do not allow for the necessary IT or IoT investments, potentially slower and the stock
Outcome:
transport services, potentially non-secured quality of services, concerns on
Outcome:
- increase the efficiency due to info sharing, reduce repetitive accountability in case of incidents
- common vision, stock and resources optimization
and low-value tasks (e.g., booking trains
- Freight Forwarders and Container owners are often different, creating difficulty in
the installation of IoT devices in the Containers (ILS)
- Hard to understand and calculate revenue and cost sharing under the PI Business
Model
Enablers:
- regulations for internationalization of products and services, lower bureaucracy
burden, improve profit margins, increase supply chain visibility (ILS)
Outcome:
- increase in the requests of PI solutions, lower transport cost and increase
operational efficiency
- (for a Freight Forwarder) rapid access to predefined quality transport services, in
areas where there was no pre-established business collaboration (ILS)
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